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Although drugmakers have developed these proven treatments for  
opioid addiction, only one is leveraging a captive market to increase sales and  

snuff out comparable, less expensive medications.

THE RESULT
Vivitrol sales skyrocketed from 
$30 million in 2011 to  
$209 million in 2016. 
Meanwhile, the costly 
treatment’s comparative 
effectiveness remains in 
question and more affordable 
alternative options are actively 
being skipped over.

PUSHED  
for increased  

regulation of competitor  
treatments

LOBBIED  
for easier access by 

limiting prior authorization 
requirements

PUSHING A PRICIER TREATMENT

CAPITALIZING 
ON EMERGENCY
Since the onset of the United States’ 
opioid crisis, drugmakers have 
produced crucial treatments  
for overdose emergencies. Yet at  
the same time, have drastically 
increased the price of these  
critical medications:
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CONVINCED  
judges and correctional 

officers to guarantee use for 
many inmates & parolees

ENSURED 
recommended use was 

written into 70 bills  
& laws in 15 states

VIVITROL

EVERYDAY MORE THAN 

115 PEOPLE
ACROSS THE UNITED STATES 
DIE AS A RESULT OF 
OPIOID ABUSE. 
Addiction, misuse and deaths 
stemming from opioids 
have risen stratospherically 
throughout the country, resulting 
in a national public health crisis 
that is threatening the socio-
economic welfare of the nation. 
And, while pharmaceutical 
companies have played a key role 
in developing critical medications 
for those impacted by the crisis, 
they have also capitalized on the 
opportunity at the expense of the 
very people these medications 
are intended to help.

336 MILLION 
opioid  prescriptions. 

Enough scripts to prescribe  
these addictive pain pills to 

9 OUT OF 10 
U.S. ADULTS.

Drug companies saw major 
benefits in 2016 for the 
sales generated from

$

Sales for the antidotes 
often occur in mass 
quantities as localities 
work to equip emergency 
responders with the 
increasing number of 
treatments they need to 
reverse an overdose and 
save a life.
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https://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2017/06/12/523774660/a-drugmaker-tries-to-cash-in-on-the-opioid-epidemic-one-state-law-at-a-time
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/pharmaceutical_company_pitches_its_anti_opioid_medication_to_drug_court_jud
https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp1609578
http://runawayrx.org/


The number of prescriptions 
recommended to treat or 
cure an opioid addiction is 
staggering, and ever increasing. 

As opioid prescriptions and 
addiction have swept across the 
country, it has triggered more 
prescriptions of other drugs. The 
prices of these drugs are subject 
to the same price increases that 
have become common-place for 
the pharmaceutical industry.

LAWSUITS FROM FIVE STATES 
& DOZENS OF CALIFORNIA COUNTIES 

NOW SEEK TO HOLD 
PHARMA ACCOUNTABLE 

INCREASING THE COST 
OF CARE FOR LOCAL 
GOVERNMENTS & 
TAXPAYERS
Health plan coverage costs are directly 
linked to the costs of providing care as 
80-85 percent of every premium dollar 
is required to be spent on medical care. 
As costs mount for the prescriptions, 
overdose antidotes and treatments 
associated with the opioid epidemic, all 
Americans are shouldering the burden. 
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HOW CALIFORNIA’S HEALTH PLANS
ARE ADDRESSING THE OPIOID EPIDEMIC 

Health plans in California and across the country 
are taking a leadership role in addressing the 
opioid epidemic by advocating for common-
sense changes that will better support patients: 

REDUCE OPIOID 
PRESCRIPTIONS    

SUPPORT COUNSELING  
& BEHAVIORAL 

THERAPIES

PROVIDE TREATMENT 
AVAILABILITY & 

MEDICATION ASSISTED 
TREATMENT

EXPAND ACCESS 
TO NON-OPIOID 
TREATMENTS & 

PATIENT EDUCATION

IMPLEMENT DRUG 
UTILIZATION 

REVIEW PROGRAMS

The spread of the United States’ opioid epidemic is impacting the lives of nearly all Americans,  
whether they realize it or not, and it is only through the combined efforts of leaders, stakeholders and patients that  

we can truly address this crisis and its growing burden on the nation. 
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BEYOND 911: THE CRISIS-FUELED 
DRUG CASCADE
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